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Introductory Scenarios

About this book:
The scenarios in this booklet are designed to prepare 
new players—including you—for the full Arkham 
Horror experience. The first scenario uses no expansions 
and the investigators with the simplest abilities and 
equipment; each subsequent scenario is tailored to a 
specific expansion, gradually increasing in difficulty 
until the final, all-expansion scenario.

If you’ve got all, or even some, of the Arkham expansions, 
you can introduce yourself or other new players to the 
expansions in the most thematic immersion possible. 
This is achieved by trimming the monster cup and 
decks, removing components that are more thematically 
associated with other Ancient Ones that aren’t in play.

Campaign play:
To simulate campaign play, you may choose to 
remove devoured investigators from future selection. 
Additionally, you could reserve retired investigators to 
be selected only when no other “healthy” investigators 
remain. But since the purpose of these scenarios is to 
introduce players to expansions, then a scenario lost by 
the investigators should not be repeated.

Scenario rules:
For the most part, the rule changes from the base game 
are minimal, and for some scenarios there are no rule 
changes. The majority of text on the scenarios just 
outlines what components to remove or include.

Universal components:
Injury and Madness, Epic Battle, Personal Stories,  and 
Relationship cards should be used in every scenario if 
possible. These components add theme and will help 
the immersion. Do not add the replacement gates from 
the Lurker expansion, as they are expansion-specific.

Miskatonic Horror components:
Do not add any Miskatonic Horror components unless 
the scenario instructs it. Of course, MH components 
should always be included in the Injury, Madness, Epic 
Battle, and Relationship decks whenever possible.

Required versus optional:
Most scenarios list required expansions and optional 
expansions. Required expansions are required because 
they contribute necessary components. Optional 
expansions offer a few non-essential cards to the item 
decks. Optional components are labeled in blue. Of 
course, as per the above paragraphs, some expansions 
are always considered “optional” for their universal 
components, even if they are not listed on the scenario.

Reading encounters:
In the interest of immersion you can choose not to read 
the entire text of an encounter. Instead, read until the 
investigator must make a choice, or until the end of a 
sentence that contains a skill check.
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